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ABSTRACT

Sequence-specific nucleases such as TALEN and the CRISPR/Cas9 system have so far been used to disrupt, correct or insert transgenes at precise locations in mammalian genomes. We demonstrate efficient ‘knock-in’ targeted replacement of multi-kilobase genes in human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). Using a model system replacing endogenous human genes with their mouse counterpart, we performed a comprehensive study of targeting vector design parameters for homologous recombination. A 2.7 kilobase (kb) homozygous gene replacement was achieved in up to 11% of iPSC without selection. The optimal homology arm length was around 2 kb, with homology length being especially critical on the arm not adjacent to the cut site. Homologous sequence inside the cut sites was detrimental to targeting efficiency, consistent with a synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) mechanism. Using two nuclease sites, we observed a high degree of gene excisions and inversions, which sometimes occurred more frequently than indel mutations. While homozygous deletions of 86 kb were achieved with up to 8% frequency, deletion frequencies were not solely a function of nuclease activity and deletion size. Our results analyzing the optimal parameters for targeting vector design will inform future gene targeting efforts involving multi-kilobase gene segments, particularly in human iPSC.

INTRODUCTION

Targeted gene replacements have been essential tools for exploring gene function; however, the low frequency of homologous recombination (10⁻³–10⁻⁷) limits this technique even when using antibiotic selection markers and homology arms of up to 14 kb (1–5). This low efficiency meant screening hundreds (or sometimes thousands) of clones to obtain a successfully targeted event. Since only one allele could reasonably be targeted, ‘knock-in’ animals had to be intercrossed to obtain a homozygous model system, which took extra time, and such intercrosses are not possible for human cells. Generating biallelic gene targeting events in human tumor cell lines was cumbersome and typically necessitated two different antibiotic selection markers or sequential rounds of gene targeting and selection (3,6–10). Custom-engineered nuclease systems, such as zinc finger nucleases (ZFN) (3,5,9,11–14), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) (15–18) or CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases (3,11,19–20), create double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks at specific sequences and allow efficient genome modification, even in cell types or species previously resistant to gene editing.

The CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease system has been favored due to its easy construction and multiplexability. The Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 nuclease targets a 20 bp sequence specified by a single guide RNA (sgRNA) that binds to the nuclease. When the Cas9-sgRNA complex binds to a complementary 20 bp sequence of target genomic DNA in position next to a 3 bp protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)—NGG for S. pyogenes Cas9—it generates a blunt-ended dsDNA break three base pairs upstream of the PAM (19–21). Multiple sgRNAs, each complementary to a different sequence, can be co-introduced with the Cas9 nuclease to simultaneously cleave multiple genomic loci (13,22–24). Once a dsDNA break is generated at a specific target site, gene repair using the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway (1,25–26) can mutate and disrupt genes (2,4,8,19,27). Two dsDNA breaks can also be used to excise the intervening portion of the genome (2,4,9,12,28–32) or generate inversions (9,12,33–34), duplications (33) or translocations (16,18,35–36). Alternatively, the dsDNA break can be repaired by homologous recombination (HR). Creating a dsDNA break increases the HR frequency over 1000-fold (2,4,19–20,37–39). Homologous recombination with an ssODN donor (6–7,15,17,19–20) or plasmid targeting vector (9,12,15,19,22).
can introduce specific small changes at the cut site. Entire transgenes can be inserted into a single cut site using flanking homology arms (1,3,5,16,18) although the efficiency of gene insertion declines with larger insertions (3,8–10,19–20). For transgene insertions into a single cut site, introducing a dsDNA break reduces the necessary homology arm length to ~0.2–0.8 kb (3,5,11,13–14,19–20). However, the dsDNA break must occur near the mutation point for optimal targeting efficiency—within ~40 bp for ssODN donors (15,17,22) and ~200 bp for plasmid donors in mammalian cells (1,3,11).

For generating larger multi-kilobase targeted gene replacements, conventional gene targeting methods (without nucleases) involve HR crossovers between a set of flanking homology arms. We wanted to test whether dsDNA breaks needed to be generated near both ends of the gene replacement for optimal targeting efficiency. Whereas transgene insertion vectors simply contain homology arms flanking the single cut site, the use of potential multiple cut sites introduces further design possibilities for the targeting vector. Earlier attempts comparing the use of single versus multiple nuclease sites for gene targeting could only measure a limited set of parameters (8,19,21). Other attempts at targeted gene replacement have used microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) between the short single-stranded overhangs resulting from ZFN cleavage (2,4,13,23–24,29–32).

To examine the extent and frequency of multi-kilobase nuclease-mediated targeted gene replacements, we developed a new model system of replacing human genes with their mouse counterpart. We focused our studies on human iPSC, as this cell type is especially relevant for future tissue engineering approaches, whereas immortalized tumor cell lines have abnormally high HR rates while primary somatic cells have lower HR rates compared to embryonic stem (ES) cells (9,12,25–26,33–34).

Here, we report that homozygous multi-kilobase gene replacements can be generated in human iPSC at efficiencies high enough to not require selection and identify the critical parameters for targeting vector design. With two nuclease sites, we observed a high rate of excision and insertions resulting from ZFN cleavage (2,4,13,23–24,29–32). To examine the extent and frequency of multi-kilobase nuclease-mediated targeted gene replacements, we developed a new model system of replacing human genes with their mouse counterpart. We focused our studies on human iPSC, as this cell type is especially relevant for future tissue engineering approaches, whereas immortalized tumor cell lines have abnormally high HR rates while primary somatic cells have lower HR rates compared to embryonic stem (ES) cells (9,12,25–26,33–34).

Here, we report that homozygous multi-kilobase gene replacements can be generated in human iPSC at efficiencies high enough to not require selection and identify the critical parameters for targeting vector design. With two nuclease sites, we observed a high rate of excision and insertions resulting from ZFN cleavage (2,4,13,23–24,29–32).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Single guide RNA target sequences**

A computational algorithm was used to identify sgRNA sequences at various positions around the human *THY1* (CD90) and (CD147) genes based on their uniqueness in the human genome (2,4,27,33). Sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Potential off-target sites in Supplementary Figure S7 were identified using the CasOT searching tool (9,12,16,18,28,35–36). Off-target sites were ranked first by the number of mismatches in the 12 bp ‘seed’ sequence, then by the total number of mismatches (adding 1 if there is an alternate NAG PAM and subtracting 1 if there is a mismatch in the base pair at the 5’ end), and finally by mismatches farthest from the PAM. The Open Chromatin Code for each region was taken from the DNasel / FAIRE / ChIP Synthesis track from the ENCODE project for the H1 human ES cell line. (16,18,40). The H7 and H9 human ES cell lines and three other human iPSC lines in the ENCODE database showed a similar chromatin pattern.

**Cas9, sgRNA and TALEN plasmid construction**

The U6 promoter and sgRNA backbone sequence were synthesized as described (19,20) (IDT) and cloned using isothermal assembly into a minimal plasmid backbone containing the Ampicillin resistance gene and pBR322 ori PCR amplified from pUC19 using primers 5’ TTTTCTTGTACAAAGTTGGCATTATT and 3’ GGAGTACTTCTTG. Various sgRNA sequences were cloned into this vector using isothermal assembly. The overlapping segments for isothermal assembly are underlined. The first bp of each sgRNA was made a G to enable expression from the U6 promoter. All primers were from IDT; all PCR reactions were done with the KAPA HiFi HotStart PCR kit. Plasmids were maintained in either TOP10 or Stbl3 bacteria (Invitrogen).

A human codon-optimized Cas9 nuclease gene (19,20) was PCR amplified using primers 5’ GCCACCATGGACAAAGATCTCTC and 3’ TCACACCCTCTCTCTTGGG and cloned using isothermal assembly between an EF1α promoter and a bGH polyadenylation sequence on a pCDNA3 plasmid backbone. The overlapping segments for isothermal assembly are underlined. The EF1α promoter was PCR amplified from pEGIP (Addgene #26777) using primers 5’ CCGAAAATGTCGACCTGACGTCGACGGG and 3’ GGAATGGGAATTGCC and cloned using isothermal assembly between a bGH polyadenylation sequence was PCR amplified from pST1374 (Addgene #13426) (22,41) using primers 5’ GCTGACCCCAAGAAGAAGAGTG and 3’ CAGCAGTCTGCTGTTGCTCC and cloned using isothermal assembly between a U6 promoter and a THY1 target sequence.

**Targeting plasmid construction**

All targeting plasmids were cloned using PCR and isothermal assembly and verified by Sanger sequencing. All homology arm sequences were amplified from PGPI genomic DNA. Details, including primer sequences, are further described in the Supplementary Methods.

TALE pairs (16.5mer) targeting the human Thy1 gene were assembled using Iterative Capped Assembly (1,42) and are further described in the Supplementary Methods.
Figure 1. Homozygous targeted gene replacement using one or two CRISPR sgRNAs. (A) Two Crispr sgRNAs target hThy1 within intron 1 (L1) or after the polyadenylation sites (R1). The mThy1 targeting vector plasmid contains mThy1 exons 2 and 3 (orange), flanked by hThy1 homology arms outside the sgRNA sites—coding exon 1 (which encodes the signal peptide) is retained but the sgRNA sites are disrupted. Small triangles indicate the primer sites for the four genotyping PCR reactions. (B) PGP1 iPSC were nucleofected with plasmids encoding the mThy1 targeting vector, the Cas9 nuclease, and L1, R1, both, or no sgRNAs. Five days later, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. The percentage of cells that have gained mThy1 expression and/or lost hThy1 expression are indicated. (C) Single iPSC were FACS sorted from each quadrant, cultured in individual wells, and genotyped using the four PCR reactions. Alleles were identified based on the size and Sanger sequencing of the PCR products: native human (+); recombed mouse (m); excised between the two sgRNA sites (Δ); and inverted between the two sgRNA sites (i). Representative gels from +/+ wild type, m/+ heterozygous, m/m homozygous, m/Δ heterozygous, m/i heterozygous, Δ/Δ homozygous, and i/i heterozygous colonies are shown. (D) Frequency of genotypes among FACS-sorted iPSC colonies. Results are representative of three independent experiments.
Figure 2. Targeted gene replacement with homology on either site of each cut site. (A) The mThy1 targeting vector from Figure 1 (outside) was modified such that the human Thy1 homology arms extend inside the L1 and R1 sgRNA sites. While mouse Thy1 exons 2 and 3 (orange) are completely retained in this targeting vector, 350 bp of mouse Thy1 intron 1 and 150 bp of mouse Thy1 sequence after the polyadenylation site was replaced with the corresponding human sequence. The resulting targeting vector contains intact L1 and R1 sgRNA sites (Intact). Next, a single base pair was deleted from each sgRNA site in the targeting vector to develop a alternate version with similar homology arms but disrupted sgRNA sites (Disrupted). (B and C) PGP1 or PGP4 iPSC were nucleofected with one of the mouse Thy1 targeting vectors (outside, Intact, or disrupted) along with plasmids encoding the Cas9 nuclease, and L1, R1, both, or no sgRNAs. (B) Two days post-nucleofection, the viable cells in each condition were counted. Viable cell counts were normalized to that of the Outside mouse Thy1 targeting vector with no sgRNA (100). Error bars show mean ± S.E.M. of at least three independent experiments. (C) Five days post-nucleofection, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. The percentage of cells that have gained expression of mouse Thy1 and / or lost expression of human Thy1 are indicated. Results are representative of three (PGP1) and two (PGP4) independent experiments.
Human iPSC culture

Verified human iPSC from Personal Genome Project donors PGP1 and PGP4 (8,19,43–44) were obtained through Coriell. Genome sequences for PGP1 and PGP4 can be obtained from the Personal Genomes Project website at my.personalgenomes.org. Cell lines were maintained on Matrigel-coated plates (BD) and grown in mTesr1 (Stem Cell Technologies) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10 μM, Millipore) was added to the culture before, during, and after passaging with Accutase (Millipore).

Pluripotency of iPSC cultures was verified by flow cytometry staining using anti-human Tra-1/60 PE (TRA-1–60, BD), anti-human Oct3/4 eFluor 660 (EM92, eBioscience) and anti-human Nanog Alexa 488 (N31–355, BD) with the BD Cytofix and Phosflow Perm/Wash buffers. Human g-band karyotype analysis was done by Cell Line Genetics. Teratoma assays were performed by the Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell Core at the Joslin Diabetes Center.

Viable cell counts (Figure 2B) were measured with the Muse Count & Viability Assay kit (EMD Millipore).

Human iPSC transfection

All plasmids were purified using the Qiagen Endo-free Plasmid Maxiprep kit. Plasmids were nucleofected into iPSC cells using the Lonza 4D-Nucleofector X unit (Buffer P3, Program CB-150) according to manufacturer’s instructions. For each 20 μl nucleofection reaction, 0.2–0.5 × 10^6 iPSC were transfected with up to 4 μg of plasmid DNA. Post-nucleofection, iPSC were plated onto 24- and 96-well Matrigel-coated plates containing mTesr1 media plus 10 μM Y-27632.

For CRISPR-based nucleofections with a targeting vector (Figures 1 and 2, and Supplementary Figures S2–S7), 2 μg of targeting vector plasmid, 0.5 μg of Cas9 plasmid, and 1.5 μg of total sgRNA plasmid were used. When two sgRNAs were used, 0.75 μg of each plasmid was combined. When no sgRNAs were used, 1.5 μg of pUC19 was used instead.

For CRISPR-based nucleofections without a targeting vector (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures S10 and S11), 2 μg of total plasmid was used: 0.5 μg of Cas9 plasmid, and 0.75 μg of each sgRNA plasmid or pUC19.

For TALEN-based nucleofections with a targeting vector (Supplementary Figure S5), 2 μg of targeting vector plasmid plus 2 μg total of TALEN plasmid was used. For one dsDNA break using one TALEN pair, 1 μg of each TALEN-expressing heterodimer plasmid was used. For two dsDNA breaks using two TALEN pairs, 0.5 μg of each TALEN-expressing heterodimer plasmid was used.

FACS staining

iPSC were dissociated using TrypLE Express (Invitrogen) and washed in FACS buffer: PBS (Invitrogen) with 0.2% bovine serum albumin (Sigma). Cells were stained in FACS buffer with 10% fetal calf serum for 30 min at 4°C. The following antibodies were purchased from eBioscience: Anti-human Thy1 APC (eBio5E10), anti-mouse Thy1.2 PE (30-H12), anti-human CD147 APC (8D12), anti-mouse CD147 PE (RL73), isotype control mouse IgG1 κ APC (P3.6.2.8.1), isotype control mouse IgG2b PE (eBMG2b). Cells were washed twice in FACS buffer, and then resuspended in FACS buffer with the viability dye SYTOX Blue (Invitrogen). Samples were collected on a BD Fortessa flow cytometer with a High Throughput Sampler (HTS) and analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star).

Single-cell iPSC FACS sorting

For FACS sorting, iPSC were sorted one cell per well into 96-well plates containing feeder cells. 96-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates were coated with gelatin (Millipore) and cultured with irradiated CF-1 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (10^5 MEFs per plate; Global Stem) the night before. Before sorting, media in the plates was changed to hES cell maintenance media (29–32,45) with 100 ng/ml bFGF (Millipore), SMC4 inhibitors (33–34,46) (BioVision) and 5 μg/ml fibronectin (Sigma).

For at least 2 h, before FACS sorting, iPSC were pretreated with mTesr1 containing SMC4 inhibitors. Cells were dissociated with Accutase, and stained as described above. iPSC were sorted using a BD FACS Aria into the MEF-coated 96-well plates. Established iPSC colonies were then mechanically passaged onto new MEF-coated wells.

PCR genotyping

Genomic DNA from sorted iPSC clones was purified from the 96-well plates (35–36,47). Each Thy1 edited clone was genotyped using four sets of PCR primers (Figure 1) using the KAPA HiFi HotStart polymerase and run on a 0.8% agarose gel. Reaction 1: 5’ AGGGACTTATGATGACTGCTC CATAGCC 3’ and 5’ ATGTGTGGCAGTAGATGTT GTCC 3’. Wild type (±) or inverted (i) allele: 3129 bp; targeted mouse Thy1 (m) allele: 2904 bp; excised (Δ) allele: 387 bp. Reaction 2: 5’ AGGGACTTATGATGACTGCTC CATAGCC 3’, 5’ CTCACTCCTGAGCAGCTGTGACG TTC 3’, and 5’ ACTGAAGTTCGGGCTCACAATTG 3’. Wild-type (±) allele: 993 bp; targeted mouse (m) allele: 490 bp; excised (Δ) or inverted (i) allele: no PCR product. Reaction 3: 5’ AGTATACTACGACTGACCTCCCTCAG 3’, 5’ CTCACTCCTGAGCAGCTGTGACG TTC 3’, and 5’ CATCAATCTACTGAAGTTGTGGTCCACAAA CATTG 3’. Wild-type (±) allele: 2393 bp; targeted mouse (m) allele: 1891 bp; excised (Δ) or inverted (i) allele: no PCR product. Reaction 4: 5’ TAGAAGTAAACCTAAAGGG GGAAG 3’, 5’ AACAATCACCCTCACAATCGTGAAGTTGGTGTCCTCCAAA AATG 3’. Wild-type (±) allele: 1149 bp; targeted mouse (m) allele: 947 bp; excised (Δ) or inverted (i) allele: no PCR product. Each Bsg edited clone was genotyped using five sets of PCR primers (Supplementary Figure S4), Reaction 1: 5’ GATC GGGAAGGGATTACCGTTC 3’ and 5’ AA AACATGCCGGAGGAGGTAAACAGG 3’. Wild-type Bsg (±) or inverted (i) allele: 10 404 bp; targeted mouse (m) allele: 6452 bp; excised (Δ) allele: 617 bp. Reaction 2: 5’ GATCGGGGAAGGGATTACCGTTC 3’, 5’ CAGG TGGCATTACGGAGGATACG 3’, and 5’ TTGTTCCT CCCACACGTCGTCGTC 3’. Wild-type (±) allele: 1149 bp; targeted mouse (m) allele: 328 bp; excised (Δ) or inverted (i) allele: no PCR product.
Figure 3. Frequency of CRISPR-generated homozygous and heterozygous deletions. (A) Crispr sgRNAs were generated targeting the human Thy1 gene: two within intron 1 (left: L1 and L2), and 10 at various distances after hThy1 (right: R1 through R10). (B and C) Pairs of one left and one right sgRNA were nuclease into either (B) PGPI iPSC or (C) a Thy1m/+ PGPI iPSC clone. As a negative control, only a left sgRNA was nuclease (right column). Five days later, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for either (B) homozygous deletion of both human Thy1 alleles or (C) heterozygous deletion of the remaining human Thy1 allele and retention of the mouse Thy1 allele. The distance between the sgRNA sites (Thy1 Δ) and the frequency of hThy1− cells is indicated. (D and E) The percentage of hThy1− cells from each sgRNA pair minus that from the left sgRNA-only control is plotted against the size of the Thy1 deletion. sgRNA pairs that included L1 or L2 are shown in black or red, respectively. Error bars show mean ± S.E.M. of two independent experiments.

Sequencing
Genomic DNA from sorted individual iPSC clones was PCR amplified and Sanger sequenced using the primers in Thy1 genotyping Reaction 1, which span outside the sgRNA nuclease sites (Supplementary Figure S2). When the PCR genotyping bands were of different lengths (the excision-and-inversion alleles in Supplementary Figure S2C), each PCR band was extracted on an agarose gel (Qiagen) and individually Sanger sequenced. However, when the PCR genotyping bands were the same length (double excisions in Supplementary Figure S2B), the Sanger sequencing chromatogram of the single PCR band showed a uniform set of single peaks before the Crispr cut site, but then changed to a mixed trace series of superimposed
double-peaks, reflecting sequence differences in the two alleles. Deconvolution of double peaks in a Sanger sequencing chromatogram is an established method to detect heterozygous indels (37–39,48). The sequence of double-peaks was mapped back to the genome sequence at two places, reflecting the different size indels formed. All of the PCR genotyping bands were Sanger sequenced from both directions, to confirm the indel.

The percent of indel mutations at a given sgRNA site from a population of targeted iPSC was assayed using next-generation sequencing (15,17) (Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figures S10 and S11). Each target site was PCR amplified using primers with the requisite MiSeq adaptor sequences appended to the 5′ site was PCR amplified using primers with the requisite MiSeq adaptor sequences appended to the 5′ end, as listed in Supplementary Table S2. A second round of nested Nextera index primers (Illumina) was used to add barcodes and remaining adaptor sequences. One hundred fifty paired-end Illumina MiSeq reactions were performed by the Molecular Biology Core Facilities at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and analyzed by the CRISPR Genome Analyzer (15,19,49).

RESULTS

Targeted gene replacements

To study the optimal targeting vector design for large gene replacements, we developed a model system to replace the 2.7 kb human THY1 gene (hThy1) with its mouse homologue (mThy1) in human iPSC derived from Personal Genome Project (PGP) donors (3,5,43). The surface marker and immunoglobulin superfamily member THY1 (CD90) was chosen because it is expressed on the surface of human iPSC, not essential for iPSC survival in vitro, and species-specific staining antibodies are available (3,9–10,50). Human and mouse Thy1 share 70% amino acid homology, but have heterologous genome sequences that do not align with more than 75% identity (Supplementary Figure S1), below levels needed for HR (11,51). Two single guide RNAs (sgRNA) were designed that target human THY1 after coding exon 1 or after the polyadenylation sequence. The mThy1 targeting vector plasmid contained exons 2 and 3 of mouse Thy1 flanked by human THY1 homology arms outside of the cut sites—hThy1 exon 1 is retained but the sgRNA sites are disrupted (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1). Unlike human Thy1, mouse Thy1 is not expressed in mouse ES cells. Coding exon 1 encodes the beginning of the signal peptide, which is proteolytically cleaved off during protein export to the cell surface (3,5,11,13–14,52).

When the mThy1 targeting vector was transfected along with plasmids expressing the Cas9 nuclease and both sgRNAs, 8.4% of iPSC became mThy1− hThy1− (Figure 1B). Subsequent cloning by single-cell FACS sorting and PCR genotyping revealed that mThy1+ hThy1− iPSC were a mixture of homozygous targeted replacement (m/m), replacement of one human allele with excision of the other (m/Δ), and replacement with inversion (m/i) (Figure 1C and D). In addition, 2.2% of cells were mThy1+ hThy1+ double positive (m/m; heterozygous targeted replacement) (Figure 1B). While most of the sorted iPSC genotypes could be fully confirmed by PCR and sequencing, a few colonies showed aberrant or absent PCR products in some reactions (Figure 1D).

These rare instances may encompass: partial targeted gene replacements where HR has occurred at one homology arm, but not the other; incorporation of plasmid backbone sequences; or segmental duplications.

Finally, 20.5% of cells were mThy1− hThy1− double negative: PCR and Sanger sequencing of single cell FACS-sorted clones revealed a mixture of homozygous excision (Δ/Δ) and heterozygous inversion and excision (i/Δ) between the sgRNA sites (Figure 1). We did not observe any segmental duplications resulting from two dsDNA breaks (33). While a few indels and inserted bases were observed at the excision and inversion sites, the largest indel was only 15 bp, and most alleles were re-joined exactly between the cut sites (Supplementary Figure S2). Previous reports generating two dsDNA breaks with ZFN or TALEN observed indels in most excision and inversion alleles, up to 200 bp (15,17,30,33,35). In contrast to the short 5′ DNA overhangs produced by ZFN and TALEN, CRISPR nucleases produce blunt-end dsDNA breaks (3,11,20), which may contribute to the increased fidelity of re-joining, which was also observed for other CRISPR-mediated excisions from 19 bp to over 1 Mb (13,19,22–24,34).

Surprisingly, when only a single sgRNA was used, mThy1 homozygous replacement occurred in up to 11.6% of cells (mThy1+ hThy1−; m/m) and heterozygous replacement occurred in up to 14.6% of cells (mThy1+ hThy1+; m/+). Very few mThy1− hThy1− double negative cells and no excised hThy1 alleles (Δ) were observed with a single sgRNA (Figure 1). These efficiencies were achieved without selection and with overall transfection efficiencies around 70%. Human iPSC clones expanded from individual sorted cells after successful gene targeting retained expression of pluripotency markers, normal karyotypes and the ability to form all three germ layers in teratoma assays (Supplementary Figure S3 and data not shown).

A similar pattern of results occurred when replacing the 9.8 kb human basigin (BSG, CD147) gene with 5.8 kb of its mouse homologue (Supplementary Figure S4). Like THY1, BSG is an immunoglobulin superfamily marker expressed on the surface of human iPSC, not essential for iPSC survival in vitro, and staining antibodies are available. In addition, the human THY1 gene could be replaced with a 1.9 kb fluorescent mCherry transgenic reporter in either a forward or reverse orientation—a single dsDNA break made using either CRISPR/Cas9 or TALEN was also sufficient for targeted gene replacement (Supplementary Figure S5).

Conventional gene targeting vectors are typically transfected as linearized plasmids (2,25–26). With ZFN, circular plasmid targeting constructs produced higher rates of HR-mediated gene insertion than linearized plasmids, although linear constructs were more effective at MMEJ-mediated gene insertion (13,23). A linearized mThy1 targeting vector produced far less gene targeting compared to the circular plasmid (Supplementary Figure S6), which may be due to the reduced nucleofection efficiency of linearized plasmids (Amaza Technote) or increased DNA degradation (23).
Homology arm length and position with respect to nuclease site

For conventional HR-mediated gene targeting, targeting frequency increased with homology arm length up to ~14 kb (4), although additional homology arm length (up to ~70 kb) using bacterial artificial chromosomes could improve weak or non-isogenic targeting vectors (53,54). However, a dsDNA break reduces the necessary homology arm length to ~0.2–0.8 kb for transgene insertions into a single cut site (3.5,11,13–14). To examine the effect of homology length on targeted gene replacements in human iPSC, versions of the mThy1 targeting vector were constructed with various length homology arms (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S7A). In addition to the ~2 kb homology arms from the original targeting vector (long, L), shorter lengths of ~800 bp (medium, M) or ~100 bp (short, S) were chosen, as these lengths are often used for HR-mediated gene insertion (3.5) or ssODN correction (15,17). Longer homology arms of ~3 kb (extra-long, X) were also tested. With two dsDNA breaks, targeting frequencies were highest with ~2 kb homology arms (LL and ML), and generally declined with less homology, although frequencies of >1% were achieved down to ~1.5 kb total homology (MM, LS and SL). Extra-long homology arms did not improve gene targeting efficiency (XX versus LL).

When only one dsDNA break was used, homology length was most important on the arm opposite the cut site. The LM and LS vectors showed higher gene targeting with the right sgRNA than the left; the ML and SL vectors showed higher gene targeting with the left sgRNA than the right (Table 1). Such asymmetric homology requirements may allow gene targeting vectors to be designed with a shorter homology arm, for easier PCR-based genotyping using primers spanning the shorter homology arm. The percentage of GC content throughout the human THY1 locus generally ranged between 25–75% for a 100 bp window size (Supplementary Figure S8). While some repetitive elements were present in the homology arm sequences, particularly in the extra-long (XX) vector, it is not clear whether this had an effect on targeting efficiency beyond increased homology arm length (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S8).

In these mThy1 targeting vectors, the homology arm sequences only extend outside of the dsDNA break sites, with the foreign replacement sequence present on the inside. Previous reports determined that the dsDNA break must be generated within ~200 bp for efficient gene correction (3). Extending the homology arms to span either side of each cut site (intact vector) sharply reduced targeting efficiency (Figure 2). The Intact targeting vector retains the sgRNA cut sites, so the homology arms could simply be cleaved off the targeting vector (Supplementary Figure S9), and targeted replacements could potentially be re-cut. These increased dsDNA breaks did not result in greater iPSC death (Figure 2B). Previous reports have shown that cleaving the targeting vector in addition to the genomic DNA can increase targeting efficiency (23); however, these reports used ZFN, which leave single-stranded DNA overhangs at the dsDNA breaks that can drive MMEJ. When the sgRNA sites in the targeting vector were disrupted by a single bp deletion (disrupted vector), targeting efficiency was still reduced compared to the original mThy1 targeting vector (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S9). The single bp deletions in the disrupted targeting vector completely ablated Cas9 nuclease activity at the mutated L1 sgRNA site, although some residual Cas9 nuclease activity remained at the mutated R1 sgRNA site, as measured by in vitro Cas9 nuclease assays (Supplementary Figure S9).

Nevertheless, our results show that extending the homology arms in the targeting vector beyond the dsDNA break sites reduced targeting efficiency, even though these vectors possessed greater homology overall.

Similar results were observed in iPSC derived from a different donor (PGP4). Although PGP4 iPSC showed lower overall gene targeting efficiencies than PGP1 iPSC, the same pattern of homologous recombination occurred with respect to homology arm length and the position of nuclease cut sites (Supplementary Figure S7b and Figure 2). This difference was not due to mismatches in the homology arm sequences—analysis of the sequenced PGP genomes revealed that PGP1 and PGP4 share the same two heterozygous SNPs in the upstream Thy1 homology arm and have no identified SNPs in the downstream Thy1 homology arm. Instead, the differences in HR activity may be due to genetic and epigenetic heterogeneity among these reprogrammed iPSC lines (55).

Frequency of multi-kilobase gene deletions

Our results using two sgRNAs showed a high frequency of alleles that were deleted between the two cut sites (Figure 1). Multi-kilobase deletions in at least one allele have been achieved using nucleases in tumor cell lines, although the deletion frequency generally declines with larger deletion sizes (17,30,34). To delineate the relationship between the frequency and size of CRISPR-mediated deletions in human iPSC, we designed 2 left and 10 right sgRNAs that target the human Thy1 gene at various distances apart (2.7–86 kb, Figure 3A). Since no targeting vector was used, cells that have both hThy1 alleles disrupted become hThy1− (Figure 3B). Cells nucleeofected with only the Left sgRNA were used to determine the background level of hThy1− cells (Figure 3B, right column). While the frequency of homozygous deletion above the background level tended to be higher for shorter distances—up to 24% for a 2.7 kb deletion and 8% for a 86 kb deletion—other sgRNA sites produced much lower deletion frequencies, which did not always correspond to size (Figure 3D).

The frequency of monoallelic deletions was determined using the same set of sgRNAs on a mThy1−/hThy1− clonal line of iPSC generated as described in Figure 1. Since the mThy1 allele does not contain the two Left sgRNA sites, only the single remaining hThy1 allele was subject to deletion. While the frequency of heterozygous deletions was occasionally higher than that for homozygous deletions with the same sgRNA pair, they were usually within a few percentage points, producing a similar pattern for each sgRNA pair (Figure 3C and E).

Other reports have described nuclease activity to vary among sgRNA sites, even though they match the genome sequence exactly. These variations may be due to differences in the melting temperature of the sgRNA sequence,
Table 1. Effect of homology arm length on recombination efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mouse Thy1 targeting vector</th>
<th>Upstream homology length (bp)</th>
<th>Downstream homology length (bp)</th>
<th>Frequency of total cells (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left sgRNA (L1)</td>
<td>Right sgRNA (R1)</td>
<td>Left + Right sgRNA (L1 + R1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>mThy1* mThy1*</td>
<td>mThy1* mThy1*</td>
<td>mThy1* mThy1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
<td>mThy1* hThy1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Versions of the mouse Thy1 targeting vector plasmid (Figure 1A) were constructed with upstream and downstream homology arms of various lengths, but still containing the 2.5 kb sequence encompassing mouse Thy1 exons 2 and 3. Each mouse Thy1 targeting vector was nucleofected into PGP1 iPSC along with plasmids encoding the Cas9 nuclease and L1, R1, both, or no sgRNAs. Ten days later, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for expression of the mouse and human Thy1 genes. The frequency of cells in each fluorescence quadrant is indicated.

or the gene expression and chromatin environment at the target site (15, 56). Our individual sgRNAs varied in activity (indel mutation rates from 1.7–27%) and this activity did not necessarily correlate with open chromatin regions listed in the ENCODE database for H1 human ES cells (Supplementary Table S1). All sgRNA sequences had between 40–70% GC content and did not fall within the high (>80%) or low (<20%) GC content range shown to be less effective (56). While the rate of Thy1 deletion was a function of the individual sgRNA activities, these differences do not completely explain our observed variations in gene deletion frequency, as neither the L1 nor L2 sgRNA consistently produced more deletions when paired with the same right sgRNA. Pair-specific variables, such as microhomologies between the two dsDNA cut sites, may also influence the deletion frequency.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results here examine various designs for HR-mediated targeted replacement of multi-kilobase gene segments. Our recommendations for optimal gene targeting are summarized in Table 2. These replacements were efficient enough for homozygous targeting at frequencies around 10^{-2}, which can then be screened without a selection marker. Targeted gene replacements using a single cut site may be a preferable design as this reduces the diversity of genotypes formed (e.g. just m alleles instead of m, Δ and i alleles). Current techniques for HR-mediated insertions require that the dsDNA break must be made close to the mutation or insertion site (optimally within 100 bp), which limits the potentially available sgRNA sites (11, 15). Now that large gene replacements can be made using a wider range of nuclease sites, more unique sgRNA sites may be available at one end, thus avoiding conserved coding sequences within a gene family. Flanking homology arms of up to 2 kb encompassing mouse Thy1 exons 2 and 3. Each mouse Thy1 targeting vector was nucleofected into PGP1 iPSC along with plasmids encoding the Cas9 nuclease and L1, R1, both, or no sgRNAs. Ten days later, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for expression of the mouse and human Thy1 genes. The frequency of cells in each fluorescence quadrant is indicated.

or the gene expression and chromatin environment at the target site (15, 56). Our individual sgRNAs varied in activity (indel mutation rates from 1.7–27%) and this activity did not necessarily correlate with open chromatin regions listed in the ENCODE database for H1 human ES cells (Supplementary Table S1). All sgRNA sequences had between 40–70% GC content and did not fall within the high (>80%) or low (<20%) GC content range shown to be less effective (56). While the rate of Thy1 deletion was a function of the individual sgRNA activities, these differences do not completely explain our observed variations in gene deletion frequency, as neither the L1 nor L2 sgRNA consistently produced more deletions when paired with the same right sgRNA. Pair-specific variables, such as microhomologies between the two dsDNA cut sites, may also influence the deletion frequency.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results here examine various designs for HR-mediated targeted replacement of multi-kilobase gene segments. Our recommendations for optimal gene targeting are summarized in Table 2. These replacements were efficient enough for homozygous targeting at frequencies around 10^{-2}, which can then be screened without a selection marker. Targeted gene replacements using a single cut site may be a preferable design as this reduces the diversity of genotypes formed (e.g. just m alleles instead of m, Δ and i alleles). Current techniques for HR-mediated insertions require that the dsDNA break must be made close to the mutation or insertion site (optimally within 100 bp), which limits the potentially available sgRNA sites (11, 15). Now that large gene replacements can be made using a wider range of nuclease sites, more unique sgRNA sites may be available at one end, thus avoiding conserved coding sequences within a gene family. Flanking homology arms of up to 2 kb encompassing mouse Thy1 exons 2 and 3. Each mouse Thy1 targeting vector was nucleofected into PGP1 iPSC along with plasmids encoding the Cas9 nuclease and L1, R1, both, or no sgRNAs. Ten days later, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for expression of the mouse and human Thy1 genes. The frequency of cells in each fluorescence quadrant is indicated.

The most effective targeting vectors had homology arms extending only outside the nuclease sites, even though vectors with homology arms extending within the nuclease sites had greater total homology (Figure 2). These results are consistent with a model of Synthesis-Dependent Strand Annealing (SDSA) (3, 9, 57): the resected chromosome outside the dsDNA break anneals to the corresponding sequence in the targeting vector plasmid. The foreign sequence in the targeting vector is extended, forming a D-loop, until human sequence on the opposite homology arm is reached. Sufficient length of this homology arm is crucial for its subsequent homology search and re-annealing to the corresponding part of the chromosome for resolution of the D-loop. According to this model, the homology arm sequences should only extend outside of the dsDNA break sites, with the non-homologous sequence present throughout the replacement.

This agrees with previous literature that SDSA is the predominant HR mechanism for dsDNA break repair in somatic cells, including mouse ES cells (58, 59). Our results argue against a HR mechanism of double Holliday junctions, where both ends around each dsDNA break would anneal to homologous sequences on both sides of each the
sgRNA site in the targeting vector, forming separate crossovers (57). This contradicts a recent report that double Holliday junctions are instead the predominant mechanism for nuclease-mediated gene replacement in human tumor cell lines (60). One explanation may be that the nuclease sites in that study were >250 bp inside the homology arms, and any SDSA events that repaired the dsDNA break but did not incorporate the antibiotic selection marker may have been missed. If the desired gene replacement contains sequences with significant matching homology to the genome, HR may instead resolve at these areas and produce partial targeted replacements.

Mutations at off-target sgRNA sites by the Cas9 nuclease have been reported to occur with high efficiency in tumor cell lines (61–64), although not in stem cells (65). We detected minimal off-target mutations at genomic sequences closest to the sgRNA sites (Supplementary Figure S10). Off-target nuclease activity is known to be a dose-dependent function of the on-target activity (61)—the lower on-target Cas9 nuclease activity in iPSC may thus explain the low frequency of off-target mutations. Using a mutated Cas9 to generate two single-stranded DNA nicks to form a dsDNA break improved specificity (66), although this reduced Thy1 gene targeting rates (data not shown).

The precise rejoining of the excision and inversion junctions from blunt-ended Cas9-generated dsDNA breaks (Supplementary Figure S2) is consistent with previous reports (19,22,34) and supports the notion that NHEJ may not be inherently error-prone, as commonly thought (67). Notably, when Cas9/sgRNA and TALEN pairs were designed to cleave at the same sites within human Thy1 exon 2 or after the polyadenylation sequence, the highest rates of gene disruption were achieved using two (blunt-ended) cut sites for the Cas9 nuclease, but a single (5’ overhang) cut site for TALEN (Supplementary Figure S5). A perfectly rejoined sgRNA site may be continually re-cleaved until the target site is destroyed by either an indel mutation or an excision / inversion. The rate of homologous gene deletions (hThy1+ipSC) sometimes surpassed the rate of indels among the remaining non-deleted alleles (Supplementary Figure S11). This occurred with smaller gene deletions (2.7 kb) and more active sgRNA sites, although not always. While we observed an inverse relationship between deletion size and frequency in human iPSC (Figure 3), consistent with earlier reports in tumor cell lines (17,30,34), deletion frequency could not be fully predicted by deletion size and individual sgRNA activity.

Our results examining the optimal design for gene replacement vectors complements current efforts in improving the activity, accuracy, toxicity, and delivery of custom-engineered nuclease systems, as it is not particular to which nuclease system generates the dsDNA break. We have achieved efficient multi-kilobase gene replacements from a single dsDNA break using ZFN, TALEN or Cas9 nucleases (Supplementary Figure S5 and data not shown). Considering the wide variability in activity among CRISPR sgRNAs (Supplementary Table S1), multiple sgRNAs may need to be tested empirically for a particular region. We also observed consistent differences of a few-fold in gene targeting rates between two human iPSC lines (derived in the same manner from different donors) (Figure 2). This underscores the influence of cell type in genome editing studies.

Making efficient targeted gene replacements, not just gene disruptions or insertions, will expand the use of ZFN, TALEN and CRISPR/Cas nucleases for genome editing. These homozygous multi-kilobase gene replacements were achieved using standard plasmid engineering and nucleofection methods, similar to those used for conventional gene targeting, but will be enhanced by future gene delivery technologies. The high targeting efficiencies allow successfully targeted clones to be isolated by screening alone—without selection. However, genes could also be replaced with a fluorescent protein marker so successfully targeted stem cells could be selected and cloned by FACs. Gene replacements with heterologous sequences will be particularly beneficial for generating ‘knock-in’ animals or human cell lines for general science or disease models. Particular applications include: placing reporter constructs under endogenous promoters, replacing an endogenous human gene with a recoded transgene, comparative genomics across different species, or generating humanized animal models.
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